
Your presentation on Caplor Horizons and its foundation kept the 
audience highly engaged and gave just the right amount of information 

for Charles Handy to respond. It must have been a bit daunting to be 
sharing a platform with one the top ten management gurus in the world 

today, but you carried it off with aplomb. 

“The Centre for Charity Effectiveness at Cass Business School (Cass CCE) is the 
leading nonprofit and philanthropy centre in the UK.

We aspire to see a voluntary, community and social enterprise sector constantly 
extending its own knowledge boundaries and driving performance excellence –
whilst developing and inspiring the next generation of leaders.

For more than 10 years, we have been enhancing the performance of hundreds 
of organisations and thousands of individuals across the nonprofit sector. 

I wanted to re-iterate my thanks to you from last evening in front of the 200 
strong audience at Cass Business School. Your presentation on Caplor Horizons 
and its foundation kept the audience highly engaged and gave just the right 
amount of information for Charles Handy to respond. It must have been a bit 
daunting to be sharing a platform with one the top ten management gurus in 
the world today, but you carried it off with aplomb. It added greatly to the 
knowledge the audience might have had of Caplor Horizons, valuable I would 
think given it was an audience, primarily of voluntary organisation leaders but 
also comprising Cass Business School academics. 

Your highly engaging style delivered without notes impressed all the people I 
spoke to afterwards. Your quiet confidence and competence would have 
enhanced Caplor Horizon's reputation. Your content complemented the 
progressive management/leadership approach of Charles Handy and resonated 
well with the audience. Liz Handy's exhibition pictures were a real bonus.

You clearly had help from your two colleagues, Lorna and Jean. I can well 
imagine others were involved too. Please do thank them on my behalf, including 
the people who very generously made it possible for every person attending to 
have a copy of Charles's book and 
the Caplor Horizons booklet.

It was wonderful that you were 
able to act as an intermediary to 
re-introduce Charles Handy to us 
and be the catalyst to encourage 
him to speak.

All the evaluation form returns are 
showing yesterday evening to have 
been a wonderful success. Thank you for the important part you played in it.”
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